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Part 1 
 
 
 
 

The Journal of The Viennese 
 
 
 
 

''But you will miss me 

every lonely night, when no-one 

comes to take you in his arms, 

no-one whose lips you'll bite, 

no-one to taste your charms..." 

       Catullus 
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Chapter 1 

 
 
 Friday. 
 
 
 It's around six-thirty one evening and 
Morgan, who is an Art Director in an Advertising 
Agency, is fed-up with work. 
 He sits at a bar in The City of London and 
dreams a little, thinking about an Ad he's designing, 
mentally adding copy to it, avoiding the rush hour 
which is taking place around him. 
 It's a Story.  It's all a story, yes it’s an Ad ! 
 
 Then amid the gaggle of other traffic-
dodgers, a young woman walks in and through to 
where he is. 
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 She's smart, she's around thirty, with those large 
horn-rimmed Ray Ban's that mean that she's affected, she 
has style, maybe she’s rich, too.   
 She's wearing a red skirt and jacket in an 
expensive cut and material, a black satin top - and 
carrying a large burgundy-coloured briefcase, looking 
hyped-up, busy and puffed all at once, which is 
fashionable. 
 Well, that's the style here, you see. Something 
difficult to describe about any style, except that its aura 
ends at a certain indeterminate date, like our lives. 
 There she sits at a table, kicks one shoe onto the 
floor and begins to massage her foot as if it's sore - 
which it probably is. 
 Now she orders a drink, and while she's twirling 
the glass and savouring the cold G&T, she's using her 
eyes and scouting around to find the best possible 
logic for her thoughts, whoever that is, whatever they 
are. 
 At that moment, were she to speak, she'd 
probably say : 
 "Hey, say something funny to me, amuse me." 
(She's that sort of girl – there are plenty of women like 
that in history.) 
 For the moment, however, she just sits there, 
seeming secure behind those sunglasses, while the sun 
begins to dip below the spire of St. Paul’s and the early 
Summer’s shadows creep indefinably on. 
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 Not to forget Morgan the Art Director, who is 
sitting there too, quite close to her, in the shadow of a 
tower which throws a hard line across the windows 
into the bar. At this time of this Summer evening the 
air is full of ultra-violet and infra-red, so much so that 
the thick glass of the  window acts like a prism, parting 
the precise location of the shadow and creating a 
tightly bound array of heavenly colours while divesting 
the sharpest line of any definition or sharpness, thus  
producing a series of fractured edges of intermediate 
colours of almost neon intensity which are piercing, 
yet diffuse.   
 So you see, the bar has become the interior of a 
sort of lense, with Morgan in the plasma centre of it 
whilst the image focuses around him. 
 
 Morgan recalls the moment later, 'Much too late', 
he would say where he to be asked, when he says in 
passing, to a friend: 
 "She was sort of stiff with that shy sexuality that 
peeps out at you when you least expect it".  Of course 
he would be talking about this woman, but at the time 
it would have sounded strangely like the beginning of 
some sort of poem, or perhaps some Ad. copy. 
  Morgan didn't know that this woman would 
become the pivot around which he would be 
suspended for a time, but, because that was all a long 
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time ago, when Morgan was still fairly young, he’s 
forgotten it. Now, that is. 
 This woman spoke Russian, and tempted 
Morgan to do stupid, fateful things, things he would 
rather forget. Though those things came later, much 
later, in his story. 
 
 The Bar, this bar beneath the towers, was itself 
bubbly and Champagne coloured, and that evening 
people, including Morgan, and then later this woman, 
laughed more and became more gregarious, and 
laughed even more and became even more silly; 
Morgan and this young woman, left together later after 
sharing a few Tequila Slammers, made love, even spent 
the night together, at his apartment in Crouch End. 
 There's a shape to the story though, which is 
invisible; parallel but different and which resolves itself 
like an elegant pattern upon silk, inside a clever 
conglomerate of Forms, Styles, Lines, Conjunctions, 
Angles, Alternatives, Volumes, Powers, fashionable 
Fractals and elementary Dimensions. All in pieces, 
waiting for someone to make something of them, a 
sort of puzzle box of pieces, related but not yet joined, 
though in a way parallel, invisible. 
 
 Odd ! 
 Champagne, bubbles and laughter. 
 "HaHa!" 
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 Morgan is asked what prompted him to talk to 
her at this bar at this time, by this same woman, by 
then his lover, some time later. 
 He says: 
 "I hadn't time for Courtship Ritual" and gives 
that sideways Jean-Paul Trintignan smile of his. She 
looks at him a little confused, then laughs, but inside 
her, her heart gives a sort of bump as she empties the 
glass of Champagne, again. Another unconcious piece 
in the puzzle. 
 Life is a puzzle, isn't it ? And sometimes we need 
the anaesthetic of time - or Champagne - to deal with 
its changes. 
 
 However, Morgan, to return to him, is no 
longer alone, for, though little does he know it this is 
what Elka, 'The Viennese' has called LeSquare, and 
though he is not concious of it either he is all in the 
shape of this puzzle. 
 'The Viennese' is our guide and mentor during 
our passage to and through Le Square. 
 So, 'Bon Voyage !' 
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The Journal of 'The Viennese'. 
 'Lersveyopu, let me surprise you just once, after all, this 
is 'Le Premiere' as you might say. 
 A final resolution: as if I had not made a long 
line of sanctions upon myself now.  Life.. the world 
merely an operetta. Now, you could, were you so 
intentioned, refer to me as an embarrassment, some 
kind of an embarassment, somebody almost, well, not 
quite, as lucid as I might seem.  This is of course, 
nonsense. 
 Who was it after all, who said: "He who remains 
silent acts... but he who speaks is considering action." 
 Well, now, you see me talking, hardly active.  I 
am after all, thinking, thinking to find within myself 
that tiny moment, that trace of the person I am. 
 Incidentally, Lersveyopu, do you think that I 
will ever find that person ... or perhaps this is merely 
another conundrum. I am considering contending that 
it's true. 
 Well. So far so good! 
 And to this end  I find myself explaining a thing 
or two, prior to the Journal, my Thesis. Marvellously 
symbolic, schematic, explanatory. Symbolic, after all, 
of the prolixity of The Square, our collective 
conciousness;  symptomatic perhaps of the malaise 
from which all  ageing cultures suffer.   
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 And now let me surprise you. To this end I 
have begun to study Art - Art in all it's forms - when 
you consider the forms I’ve discovered I'm sure your 
imagination will reel: you will have after all to extend 
to an energetic exercise which will itself simply scratch 
the skin of culture. 
 Excitement. Here I am, about to experience 
the shape of a body in space, to experience the 
movement of skin against hair; to live for almost one 
last day the merest whisper of fear in anothers glance: 
indeed, to feel fear myself; in fact, fear about my own 
self. That's Corporeality !  Huh! 
 Here I am then, and here I will remain. After all, 
what is there to fate if there is not the mechanical 
quality of it, ringing down lost time with it's own 
speed, as if dallying: all at once escaping upon the 
sharp edge of an isolated moment?  Perfect Release. 
Perfect  Motion. Perfection. Perfect. 
 Perfect form: for what after all, is Perfection. 
 Well, let me explain a thing or two: 
 1: the Point.  A perfect location in nowhere 
 2: the Circle formed by the perfect point 
 3: the Shape, formed by the point attempting 
to find the circle, and failing.  Notice circle, for cycle. 
 4: the shapes so haphazardly found: the 
Quadrilateral, the Rhomboid, Dodecahedron, Triangle, 
Pyramid, Pentoid, and their simple, perfect, impossible 
brother, the Square. 
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 All at once they collapse, get lost, deformed, 
forgotten. Result; chaos.  Then the cycle re-starts,  of 
course! 
 So now I find Le Square, my perfectly personal 
decoding of the mystery.  LeSquare is designer-ese, sits 
nicely upon the tongue: means..?.  
 Well don't ask again! 
 
 They said, in the ageing gardens of Versailles, 
in the fragrant rotting terraces of La Derniere Anneé, en 
Marienbad: clutching each other in the Villa Borghese at 
the very last moment of conjoinment... they say: "I 
always wanted to own the World ...but   they say, ah, and 
here is the rub, the nub; ".... but you can only ever rent!" 
 You see, I  am, after all, very much at home 
with the Viennese style - Ah!  They don't call me 'The 
Viennese' for nothing, after all !   
 And you'll hear more of me: wherever you are.. 
you mark these words !' 
 
 
 Thursday 
 
 After a time, when Morgan had had space to 
consider, he realised that his involvement in his work 
these last couple of years had been due to 
forgetfulness. 
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 For one thing, he had put away from the front 
of his mind the nightmares that had visited him. 
 The breakup was the worst of all those dreams. 
Though in terms of alphabet it was merely another of 
them. 
 The recollection itelf was still painful. 
 Once upon a time, a long time ago one 
comfortable warm though rather misty evening in the 
Fall, he had had to fight his way back from work 
through some kind of breakdown on the 
Underground. 
 At last he reached the flat where they lived.  
They being himself and Sarah. 
 As usual, that phrase perhaps never to be 
repeated in the context of his life, he had warmed 
himself in front of the fire.  When he arrived Sarah 
had not herself arrived back from work; but that could 
be discounted by a myriad of possibilities, apart from 
simple holdups, so it did not worry him. 
 But after a couple of hours he began to worry. 
 The cat came in and he fed her. 
 The cat went out. 
 There was a stillness about the flat and the 
house in the gathering cold and the wet, that raised his 
hackles, put him on edge, brought dread to his eyes; he 
did not understand just what that was.  Yet. 
 But he was soon to find out. 
 After a while he rang Sarah's friend. 
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 Oh yes, she'd left work as usual with some 
friends - they were going to the pub... ".. if she gets 
here in the next hour or so I'll ring you !" 
 The phone did not ring. 
 In fact he suddenly found himself awake, sitting 
in the chair after a long and listless sleep - at one in the 
morning.  Sarah was not there. 
 He phoned her friend, feeling uneasy, but not 
yet panicking. 
 "Yes, she's here... yes she was really drunk... 
shall I wake her ?" 
 "No, don't disturb her" 
 He slept badly. 
 In the morning Sarah came to their flat and told 
him that she'd been with someone else. That it was all 
over. 
 "It just wasn't right", she said, "I knew it was all 
wrong a few months ago". 
 But that could not repair long years of trust, 
shared intimacies - and wasted time, his life. 
 It never did. 
 
 Now Morgan worked at his screen day after 
day to forget, and never could forget. 
 Nights sometimes he would go out to clubs and 
bars, often alone. He discovered the Lambada, and 
made fleeting friendships with the disposable people 
who dance. 
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 That was all.  Though Lambada is sweet as 
sugar.  That had brought a certain bitter sweetness into 
his nights.  That sugar was not at all bad. 
 The fact remains, however, that the same story 
can be copied over with only minor changes a 
thousand times, to fit a thousand diferent cases and be 
just as true. 
 The Ego can be just as destructive as The Gun. 
 
 There was one comfort, Routine. Each 
morning Morgan made his way to work, to The Studio, 
which was an Advertising Agency. 
 Outwardly there had been little change, though 
word spread that something had happened to him, that 
was evident.   He became known around the offices 
for his isolation, his lack of attention and care for 
others.  Well, of course he was living in a self made 
cocoon. No-one could ever get really close to him, 
after all, loneliness seeps in at the level of the blood 
and the marrow; as basic as that, and as common and 
deadly. 
 Perhaps he had known others in the same 
situation previously, and had dismissed them with as 
little patience as they now spared him. 
 In all this isolation it was thus logical that he 
would go back to that which he trusted: creation, that 
experience of the particularly singular that is sole and 
universal at the same moment. 
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 So Morgan hired a studio and dreamed there. 
He played Lambada there, gave a party for his friends 
there. Sugar Babies. Nobody could understand his 
pain, even he could not understand how total it could 
be, how distorting. 
 Apart from dancing, Morgan used his studio to 
paint still-life and landscapes from his own 
photographs, and then he began to hire models and 
paint and draw their bodies. The most natural of 
symbiotic relationships. He’d been traind to 
understand that way, years before. And it wa also 
deeply involving and satisfying. Sometimes 
philosophical and mystical, other times almost musical. 
 You see, all at once Morgan had found that he 
needed the solace and the simplicity that forms and 
shapes can offer; the alphabet of elements which 
surround us and that together explain the material 
world with some sort of haphazard logic, a sort of 
geometry and syntax of existential form and fact. 
 Why? Why, because people exist: and when you 
confront them you experience both their bodies and 
their being, and their space and their form and their 
pain. 
 
 He'd almost forgotten the pain.  And then 
when one day he came across Sarah in a restaurant he 
was shocked by the streaks of grey in her brown hair.  
The sadness of her duplicity had ebbed away, and he 
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was back to some sort of understanding of what his 
life was about. He ignored her failure and forgot her 
and those lost years. 
 His life was more important, women were there 
too. To a man who had been promiscuous in his 
youth, a desirable man, this was all slightly absurd.  
Life without music, seen from all sides at the same 
time. A life which had begun to develop colours and 
shapes inside itself.  Music, again. The numbness was 
almost gone. 
 But only he knew exactly how, and how much.  
Morgan was never tempted to talk about that, though 
he had sometimes cried himself to sleep. 
 
 Back at his office at The Agency, Morgan 
would spend time piecing the Sugar Puzzle of the 
pieces together, fitting them here and there, most 
often coming-up with wrong formations, wrong 
constructions: but all this, as is the fact of it would, he 
believed one day lead him to total wholeness, total 
shaped-ness, total understanding. 
 And in this way he learned two facts that 
otherwise would have evaded him: 1: that a woman 
knows her own natural need so sharply and with such 
a final sense of time, that she acts intuitively, not 
logically, logic to a woman spells emotional poverty; 
and 2:: that when she says "I could get to love you", 
she is ruthlessly speculating. Music apart, honesty 
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rarely enters the sum - as in "Well, I did love you, but 
never enough" or "I never loved you enough." or 
"You never really loved me"  What makes the equals 
sign in the sum is the logic of existence - survival. That 
is the shape of it, however it is explained. 
 
  All else is Lambada.  Sugar.  Already history. 
 
 And life? Ha Ha! Life is not a lollipop. 
 Morgan had had to learn about life without the 
sugar: that people often act without the benefit of 
intelligent choice, be they male or female. And that the 
choice is usually dictated them by impulse, or nature, 
and that this choice has no humour, justice, right, 
feeling, emotion, understanding or sympathy: that we 
are all driven by an engine more ruthless, more 
disinterested  and larger than ourselves. That for most 
of us choice is just a word, no more.  We live within 
the choruses of shapes which we cannot control or 
ignore. 
 
 That sugar and its aftertaste made him both 
sad and content. 'There is after all, nothing that you can do.' 
 "So" he said "I shall do what I can... create the 
art of the possible". 
 Time went by. 
 Time had flown. Eighteen months had come 
and gone without a trace; merely a pile of yellowing 
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drawings and a few mediocre paintings in the corner of 
the high, glassed studio.  And his hi-fi midi-system 
with a few streaks of paint on it.  Actually, Sarah's old 
midi-system. 
 Then Fall, Winter, Spring.  Now, once more 
nailing time, Summer was almost upon him.  Times 
were not bad, there were clubs and bars to visit, people 
to hobnob with.  

On odd afternoons when he could get away 
from the humdrum of the office he occasionally stood 
in his new eyrie and looked down at the verdigris-
discoloured concrete square below his dormitory and 
speculated again and again, something he had enjoyed 
from childhood,  about the nature of time, about the 
nature of body, shape and form.  
 He clutched a cup of coffee and smoked Gitane 
Mais.  A pleasant mix of sensations. 
 Time it was that was mitigated by the Agency, 
by his work, by the meetings and the faceless people at 
studio parties living out their brief moments of Agency 
life.  That was time at atomic level. 
 For most of them a year is a very long time 
indeed. 
  

At the Club Bahia, time is what the metrical scale 
of the Paso Doble, Fandango, Tango, Lambada, predicts.  
Ole! 
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 There is a season for them all, even a season for 
sugar, even a season to dance ! 
 
Tuesday. 
 This morning I got up early as usual, the streets 
were empty as I drove into the office carpark: merciful. 
 I was at my desk at Seven-Thirty, turning-over 
the report that Hendrixsson had brought in last week: 
after all there was a decision to be made on it and the 
time was short.  I mulled over it for an hour or so 
before I had a coffee and one of those almost tasteless, 
crunchy hard ginger biscuits: and then the 'phone rang. 
 It was David, asking about the 'stats.  I told him 
the latest news and we forgot about the 'stats for about 
twenty minutes or so: then finally I promised to send 
them over by messenger, made a note of it and put it 
on Fiona's table, then got back to work. 
 Of course, none of the layouts were ready, and I 
had to go over the typo with a fine tooth comb.  My 
work on this campaign had been slowed down by the 
pure depth of evasion that the design and makeup 
people had practised: now all the efficiency of this 
business was being abandoned to the whim of the 
clients girlfriend, or mistress, depending on what 
complexion you put on it. 
 The next conversation I had went something 
like this: 
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 "Well, we could put those copies flat on the 
artwork" 
 "You know you'll never get them flat." 
 "I know that.. but will Williams know?" 
 "They might be punters, but we have to smarm 
them up.." 
 "Will they know though?.." 
 "That's not the bloody question" 
 "Well, I think it is" 
 "Not when they're paying that much for our 
service !" 
 
 "Well, what about those layouts, then?" 
 "Get them finished and ready for presentation" 
 "But those colour stats and overlays will cost a 
fortune!" 
 "They're paying for those too!" 
 "Well yes, so what - it's the studio time I'm 
worried about, after all we're always short of staff!" 
 
 Then, just before the meeting: 
 "That client isn't paying enough" 
 "Well, up the charges.. they're so wasteful they 
wouldn't know anyway!" 
 "We must make sure they pay their way." 
 "What does this digital stuff cost?" 
 "That's not the point, after all, it's up to your 
department to bring in the new work!" 
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 "Very funny...., we can only get it if you take the 
clients to the right venues.. feed 'em up and then 
present to them right!" 
 "Yes well.." 
 "What about that model then" 
 "Which one?" 
 "You know, the black haired one.. the Italian 
one.. you know !" 
 "I actually don't" 
 "The one on the shoot, that David was 
screwing" 
 "I don't .. but well, so what ?" 
 "The Agency's mad because her belly's all 
swollen in the shot" 
 "Pregnant ?" 
 "Don't be silly… heavy sex, her legs had 
fingerprints on them!" 
 "What's that to do with us" 
 "Well, she had a huge contract and it looks like 
she's lost it..you know, swimsuits ..  and they're 
threatening to sue David... bloody thousands in 
commission !" 
 "Tell them to screw-off !" 
 
Well, that's Advertising, isn't it.  Tedious.  If I don't 
watch out I'll get dyspeptic: after all, a business lunch 
is not only expensive, charged to the client and 
wasteful.. it's also fattening !' 
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 The Journal of 'The Viennese.' 
 
 'Le Square', Deuxieme 
 Ah ! You can never be rid of me !  You see, I 
think, even when you are asleep... I'm merely a machine 
that continues to finally perfect, construct, what you 
almost thought while you were on the Metro this 
morning... Wherever you where..! 
 Then I think of a phrase.. for example ...'Time 
on a beach.' 
 Who said that!  Come on, who said that?  I only 
remark because... well... I like the idea despite myself. 
 There! I've confessed that I have a romantic 
mind: the psyche of a romantic.   
 Now, that's an interesting idea.  It seems to be 
January in my life, perhaps forever: but first; now I 
find that I must tell you finally dear Lersveyopu, what 
has occupied me this past twelve months. 
 Well, thats the way they always put it, isn't, it? I 
ask because I'm curious, I bleed when I'm injured - I 
die when I'm ashamed.  
 But I shall tell you in 'Bite-Sized Chunks,' like 
Katkins, Lersveyopu, so as to make it all the more 
enticing, after all I like a well told story, same as you 
do.  Can't have you getting bored ! 
 What was that about curiosity ? The Spur ? 
 No, that can hardly be the Spur, the, well how 
should I put it, the Skein, the Plot, the Complotte, the 
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Flotilla, the required unessential part of me: that part 
which is, constantly flowing, constantly, ever, ebbing.  
 The Complotte, the Branch… ha!  
 The Tree the Book the River the Gush the 
Mystery the Last Figment of all that - No, you know me, 
I imagine, already, well anyway enough for us to be 
really quite intimate. To have complotted. To be 
conspirators. 
 Intimacy, that wonderful lost.. that wonderful 
lost word, no, sentence, no, that short record that I heard 
some time past  - and then almost forgot.   
 The last thing of it being that very Complot 
with which I deal, that last figment of it.  But how can I 
say that?.  
 Now Lersveyopu, dear friend, gripped as I 
indeed am by this awful last embrace, Glance., 
Respiration, for it is that with which we are dealing, 
the last last figment of breath ...... what am I saying.  
 Oh ! Odd. Now the ink covers all my sins, my  
forgotten sins, like the fine filigreed lines that a 
skittering pencil leaves upon deep wove paper. 

All I need is the opportunity...! 
 
Okay... 
Now I'll explain ... about Shapes and Triangles and 
bodies in space 
 But now it's time for Le Square.... 
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 'Those last solitary moments of someones poor 
life whispered ever on, by the rhythms of the Gipsy 
Kings- What more can I say, but lead you forward, as 
I may, into this 
 Tunnel of.. 
 Love?' 
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Chapter 2 

 
 
Pillarbox Red 

  
 
You could say that this was merely a 
postcard, but as the 

 mathematics wind up I see more moments  
 Lersveyopu:  
 North of the border they say: but I'm more  

than certain that you know what I mean ! A giant leap 
now.  Life!   

 Your friend, The Viennese. 
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Last Saturday 

 I checked my mail as I came through the studio 
door this morning. Fortunately, there wasn't any, 
which I expected, only a note telling me that I owed 
the landlord a months rent. I've never received a letter 
to this address, which is my aim; after all this place I 
call LeSquare and the studio are my only secrets, the 
only secrets that I have left.    
 The block which contains this studio is shared 
with a whole series of other organisations and 
individuals who cluster around LeSquare as if seeking 
some sort of collective corporate warmth. 
 Whether they get what they want or not I don't 
know, because I am only a satellite here, a receiving 
station, remote in the Antarctic of my Artistic Attic. 
 To reach my hideaway after you enter by the 
main door (were you to want to, God forbid,) you 
have to traverse the more populated areas such as the 
ground and first floors first.  By day they're crowded 
and always busy with erstwhile Designers, Silversmiths, 
Antiquarian Furniture Restorers, Avant Garde Fashion 
Designers and assorted creative rabble. By night 
they're all trying to be trendy in some overpriced and 
pretentious Tapas Bar.   
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 There is also the café, which is the most 
interesting place for me; I often stop and have a coffee 
and a sandwich while preparing my energy for the fray. 
 My studio itself is isolated from the others by its 
own battered many-paint-layered door. But first 
anyway were you so bold, you have to traverse some 
empty painted bricked terraces, dry as a bone and old 
as Clerkenwell itself, before you finally can trace the 
ribbon of passage which leads to my eyrie. 
  As you know the door itself is eminent and 
paintbox (or is that - Pillarbox) red, and the battered 
studs on it gleam in winter light. 
 But today we are in Summer, Broad Summer. 
 
 When I reach the studio I first clean out the 
dust ... that’s the first thing, for I am interviewing a 
new model ... then I make a cup of sticky instant 
coffee.  Finally I get out my pastilles and Conté 
crayons and stuff and set up the donkey as if I am all 
set to draw. 
 And then I set to dreaming: well, looking really, 
out of this tall window into the tenement courtyard 
below. 
 But let me explain how the quad facing, private 
face of LeSquare itself seems this morning; you see it 
fascinates me, just as the way a woman creases never 
ceases to fascinate me. 
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 First there is the Square itself, today just a 
concrete rectangle, though often it becomes a triangle 
when some lunatic like the performance artist 
downstairs thinks he's found a 'Real Happening' and 
fences off a corner so that he can practise wanking in 
public ... then comes the first low storey, etage,  which 
seems to contain some sort of hurley-burly restaurant 
of sorts ... then the real heavies start on the first floor, 
which is widely visible to me: sometimes when the 
fashion designer is at work I can see the shaven, waxen 
bones of his models as they decorously unclothe and 
fiddle with themselves before rushing through the 
curtains to do one more client’s bidding. 
 This is the verité of it: 
 Now, next, this bright morning I see through 
the smeared windows down below, that in the Design 
Studio one or two designers are setting their desks to 
rights, fondly imagining themselves to be in some 
West-End Agency, and pretending that what they are 
doing is of supreme importance .... 
 Oh, I'm tired, I really can't be bothered....  
 Finally the various shades of grey give way to 
red, this fine day, and suddenly, just above me, miles 
above the Square of damp ordure, the blue which 
breaks the edge is so intense and shattering that your 
very eyes reel in the shock and the splendour, the 
shock and the splendour. 
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 The shock and the splendour. 
 The brightness brings a tear to the eye. It does. 
 I've discovered that apart from the usual chaos, 
unexpectedly my life sometimes clicks in to something 
like clockwork.  Then, all of a sudden, nothing is out 
of sequence. Nothing. 
 I've forgotten time. 
 I'm waiting for some forgotten reason as the 
clock snaps back into my hearing, Tick, Tock,, and now 
quite suddenly the new model turns up, knocks the 
studio door, and as I have left it open, I see her almost 
before I hear her. 
 As the door swings back I see this whisp of a 
girl; the slightly uneven chin.  Green eyes, though; I 
like green eyes.  She's slim and quite tall, and a little 
shy. 
 I sit her down. 
 "How much do you pay ?"  We're right down to 
basics.  Well, why not. 
 We wrangle.  Actually I've already made a 
decision about how far I can go, and it's probably just 
as much as she wants, so there won't be a problem.  
But people like to think they've got themselves a 
bargain. 
 "There's no problem, anyway." 
 "What's your name"  I tell her mine - Morgan. 
 "Oh" a hesitation, then sweet as truth itself, 
"Annette" - she tells me hers. 
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 Finally we reach a figure, about her figure, you 
could say. 
 Or how do you put it ?  She doesn't look  at all 
hungry, in fact she's rather well fed, if  a little scrawny 
from too many low - calorie meals. 
 "Do you want me to pose now ?",  she suddenly 
asks brightly, buoyed up by the idea of money, and her 
expenses paid. Actually I was already away somewhere, 
dreaming of sitting by the window and looking down 
at LeSquare ... but... 
 She has already dropped her coat, and now I am 
secretly curious as she removes first her blouse, then 
her skirt, and folds them neatly before removing her 
bra, a front-loader, which is quite nice; and then she 
straightens up and says, as she slips her knickers below 
her knees ... 
 "Would you like me in the suspenders ?" 
 I haven't noticed that she still has her shoes and 
suspenders on, as my eyes have been examining her 
body  Certainly lovely it is. Well, why not? 
 After a moment Annette begins to pose: I say: 
 "Just some quick ones", and she flexes her 
body.  As she leans back I see the thick saddle of 
muscles on her belly, and the shaped slim raft of  short 
cut black pubic hair break the line of taut skin from 
along the sightline of her thighs.  Quite titivating from 
the side: perhaps a finger of pomade would make it 
firm and waxy .... give it new colour ...  
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 She breaks for a moment because these poses 
are athletic: I realise that her breasts are sinuous as well 
as full, and the nipples are standing a little as do 
muscles when you work them, perhaps more full than 
at any other time.  Now serious faced, she is finding 
this hard work. 
 Her body becomes rimed in a gentle glaze of 
sweat and the darker skin around her nipples and what 
I glimpse below her shaped pubic wand becomes 
slightly swollen. Perhaps she is a  little aroused by all 
this.  Anyway, she enjoys it, I can see that, for then 
suddenly for some unknown reason she touches her 
toes and I see the uneven puff of her labia, fringed in 
gentle shaven grey fur, break the line of her flank.  She 
moves round as if to demonstrate and I see the swell 
of her vulva full on, framed by those athlete’s thighs 
with the line of the muscles framing the secret twin 
fuselage, the tiniest hint of light pink between the 
darker lips. 
 We stop for a cup of coffee, and she sits all  
askew as it's a warm day, and puffs a cigarette with her 
left hand while cupping her box with the right one, as 
if it is only to be seen if you pay money. 
 Now she asks: 
 "Would you like me any other way?" 
 I say: 
 "Yes, if you like". 
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 She walks to her coat and finds a diminutive 
thong, a silken lacy pouch, there in the pocket, which 
she slips-on without a word.  The suspenders and 
nylons are to one side. 
 She wants a more restful position for a long 
pose and so lies upon the table with her back arched 
and her right leg outstretched, the left one flapping 
open and closed as if it were hinged. She knows that 
this is the way one sometimes has sex, and she is 
beginning to see that maybe she can control me, even 
if I don't see it myself. 
 That is in the nature of the female, isn't it? Or 
perhaps it's my imagination; but that invisible subtle 
quality of control, fine, yet strong as the silk pouch of 
her thong, is what she's using upon me, her scent and 
her body, like an ancient unseen unspoken language, 
but no less potent for all that. 
 Then she stalks around the studio and leans 
delicately over and views the Square downstairs, but in 
such a way that nobody outside the studio can view 
her: how automatically cunning. Like the cupped hand, 
this exercises an implicit control where it's needed, 
with perfect economy of means.  
 
 This is a terrific pose: imagine, she is grasping 
the pipe that runs along the break of the wall with her 
hands, and stooping back slightly so that she can peek 
out of the canted studio window without anyone 
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suspecting she's there; her right leg is back and her left 
leg crooked slightly, while her back is slightly curved: 
graceful. 
 She looks like a real, warm, human swan.  Her 
black hair falls towards her shoulders as she bends her 
head forwards.  She really is quite beautiful, with those 
deep green eyes against the parchment skin. 
 The pencil breaks, my drawing cracks up and 
then I stop. 
 But I play at it, stretch time as I watch her skin 
stretch as she moves, simply to drink-in her natural 
beauty for whatever moments remain. 
 Later, as she leaves she turns and thanks me. 
 How nice it was to draw her; what a privilege. 
 
 
Kelly's Tale 
 I like to pose. I have a talent for it. That's what 
it is. 
 I don't know exactly how it started, but I'll try 
and trace it. 
 When I was 17, like everyone else I was itching 
to get started; well everyone is at that age and I wasn't 
going to be different.  Virginity is something most girls 
want to get rid of as soon as possible. 
 Well, then there's status, too, so you can 
imagine that I was really proud when I got myself what 
all the other girls called a ‘Steady’. They cooed and 
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umm'd and ahh'd and looked jealous because he was 
six years older than me and that seemed a hell of a lot - 
why, he was almost old, experienced too.  What status 
that gave me!  they asked me questions like 
 "What's he like in Bed ?" and "Tell me what it 
feels like?" You know, curiosity.  That was the sticking 
point. 
 Because I didn't know any of those things, of 
course, so, after the first euphoria had worn off, I 
realised that keeping him satisfied, you know, like sex-
wise, could become a problem:  I only felt that, but my 
sixth sense was never wrong, it never has been, I rely 
upon it all the time.  
 Well, I just didn't know what to do! How could 
I, he was my first one!  And though he thought I was 
great to look at, I could tell it wasn't going to work in 
the sack unless I got my finger out. 
 That minor technical difference, like, seemed to 
me to be a good way to lose him; what would you 
think ? 
 Of course after a while together we got down to 
discussing our 'Problem' and he told me some new 
ways, but that wasn't terrific, I mean I was just too 
young, wasn't I ? 
 Then, to sort of titillate him and maybe rescue 
us, I let him take some pictures, you know, snaps, of 
me. 
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   Then I discovered that I secretly enjoyed them, 
after all,they made my body look better than I'd 
thought it was.  And I felt good about it,  Page 3 and 
that. Important, like, and that couldn't be bad, could 
it?  And wouldn't you ? 
 Soon I was thinking about my body for myself; 
and being very critical too; then I discovered that I 
could  get him to look at me just by moving right: you 
know, attract his eyes.  Sort of.  Dance of the Seven 
Veils, without the trimmings. I got good at that, you 
stand with your legs apart and you sort of rotate your 
hips, then you take something off, whirl it around and 
let it go… I was stripping before I knew exactly what it 
was. 
 And I never thought about it, but I was already 
posing in a way, though I never realised that either. 
 
 It's a bit like dancing.  Fascinating.  Half the 
strippers I know describe themselves as 'Miss 
Fascination' or use names like that.  And they always 
call themselves 'Dancers'.  That must mean something. 
 Anyway, then soon I was asking him to take 
pictures of me just so I could see what I was made of. 
 I rather fancied myself as a Glamour Model.  
You know, like Page Three, sort of thing. 
 Pretty soon I'd lost my bashfulness too, and I 
got some pretty strong ones of me....  by 
photographers who advertised in the papers.  Just got 
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into those as if it was a new experience; I didn't know 
where to draw the line, like.  I mean, how do you start 
in the Glamour Business ?. 
 
 It had occurred to me that I could make lots 
of money working as a stripper, you know, just 
dancing and doing what I'd spent ages developing in 
front of my bedroom mirror, but that was a big step 
and I didn't feel ready just then. 
 I Just didn't have the courage. 
 Anyway, in the end, when our relationship 
broke up up we had a bit of a scene: he accused me of 
being a lousy fuck, which was true, and, he shouted at 
me and told me again that I was hopeless in bed and 
that was why he was leaving, which was something I 
was always secretly scared about. 
 To get my own back I stole his camera, because 
it had been the witness to everything I had given him.  
I took the 'photos too, because I didn't see why he 
should have those pictures of me like that. 
 Later on I sold it and bought a polaroid, which 
gave me instant delivery, and which I could wipe out in 
a moment if I wanted. 
 I expect it's a fear present in most peoples 
minds; that they're inadequate in the most important 
area of their life. 
 Well, it cut the ground from under my feet: you 
can imagine; I couldn't do it, sex I mean, for ages. 
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 After him, I gave it (sex) up for a while: then I 
began again; very tentatively, and without any real 
success, I'd lost my confidence, see. 
 I went through a few lovers, you know, Saturday 
night fucks: but I always had this inadequacy in me; 
after all, what does a girl really have to offer, apart 
from the things a man can already do with his cock ?  
Well, that's how I felt anyway. 
 I had to learn, that was the catch: but it was 
more and more humiliating: I felt that some men 
laughed at me.  Probably my imagination. 
 Well, time went by.  And I got older and 
broadened my life, got to know people, you know. 
 Then I started to go down the Clubs, just now 
and again. 
 One day I was going to one on my own, like, 
down in Soho off Wardour Street, when I passed one 
of those strip clubs.  Just on an impulse that I'd had 
lots of times before, I plucked up my courage and 
walked straight in.  I'll always remember the expression 
on that Doorman's face !   It was curiosity. I wanted to 
know how you did it. 
 
 The manager let me watch. I was acting as 
cool as a  cucumber. Actually I was so nervous that I 
had to control my shaking by holding one arm with my 
hand. 
 Then he said: 
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 "Now it's your turn !" 
 I went cold all over. 
 But I was determined to find out how it felt, so 
I brazened it out. 
 "Well, I'd seen the other girl stripping off her 
clothes, and I did the same thing, like a copy-cat, 
simple.  
 I closed my eyes and imagined that I was in 
front of my bloke, or the mirror. 
 In no time at all my disco gear was all over the 
floor and I was bare. 
 There weren't many people in the audience, but 
I remember that their faces were really bored. 
 I guess I was bad.   
 But the manager told me that I'd been terrific.  
Well maybe I was better than I'd thought: after all I'd 
tried the bump and grind routine.  But he said; 
 "Listen, keep your clothes on for longer!" 
 The Manager at Sunset Strip was a great looking 
guy called Georgio, you know, Latin Loverboy, 
beautiful. He was Maltese actually. We got really 
friendly over the next few months, and he helped me a 
bit.  He was quite a sweetie, actually. 
 Anyway, I figured out what he meant later that 
day – I thought it out - after all, if you give it all away 
too fast you'll have to think of something really radical, 
like sitting on a bottle.  I've done that a few times to 
make the audience react, after a few drinks. 
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 Well, you learn these things.  And I did.  The 
money was reasonable too.  Terrific, actually. 
   On summer days I only needed to wear a dress 
and rush from club to club.  Then I'd put on the G-
String and Bra, bump and grind a bit, take them off 
again and then rush on to the next club.  
 You don't wear anything if you can avoid it 
because it marks you, you see.   
 Stripping added up moneywise at the time.   
 But the problem I hadn't seen was that you get 
used to the money, without realising it. 
 That way I got into the 'photo's.   
 I started to do them in the winter when it was 
too boring or draughty to model or strip.  It was weird 
to have cameras poked up your skirt, or ghouls leer at 
you having sex with other ghouls  
 It sort of put men in perspective, you know 
what I mean ? 
 Then there was a change. But it had been 
coming for a long time. I'd felt it somehow. 
 At that time, a friend of mine suggested we 
should go swimming one night.  We did that just to 
keep fit, you understand.  Stripping doesn't keep you 
really fit, you never do enough of it ! 
 Anyway at the pool I noticed another girl's eyes 
on me, and the thought gave me a special pleasure that 
I hadn't known before. 
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 Then,  when I was showering, the same girl 
walked through and I felt my skin harden in some sort 
of anticipation.  I thought about that and it gave me a 
special sort of feeling which I hadn't had before. That 
was later that day. 
 The next week my friend and I went swimming 
again, but I didn't feel those eyes on me for several 
weeks. I forgot the pleasure of that privileged sort of 
feeling. 
 
 Then one evening I was there by myself, as my 
friend couldn't make it that evening.  It had become a 
bit of a habit to swim that evening and at that time. 
Now,  suddenly , while I was in the pool, I noticed this 
other girl.  That was, I noticed the way she looked at 
me. 
 She'd been looking at me - then suddenly spoke 
to me,  and my body kind of blushed in pride of some 
sort:  suddenly I was desirable after all those lonely 
days and... In the shower she turned up, sort of by 
coincidence, and we just continued talking, so when 
we went out into the bar together I felt good. 
 When she looked at me it was as if she had 
confidence in my ability to be desirable: suddenly I felt 
great!. So I drank quite a lot that night.  I had this 
wonderful, almost vain, desirability about me.  I was 
suddenly all proud of who I was. Suddenly I didn't 
enjoy men's eyes on me so much. 
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 And the long and the short of it was that the 
next time I met her, she talked me into bed.  By that 
time, it was easy.  I needed that fix, that self-esteem. 
 She had a wonderfully modulated voice; I 
dreamed things when I was with her, had enormous 
confidence in her, as if I'd been mesmerised. 
 She was some kind of actress in films or 
something: when I was with her I felt proud of myself: 
and she soon showed me how to satisfy her in bed: 
there're no boundaries between women.  Not like that. 
 Pretty soon I didn't want to be with anybody 
else but her: but it was inevitable I suppose at that age, 
that someone more experienced and less shy should 
come along and unseat me. It was inevitable, I 
suppose.  But it didn't feel that way at all, the hurt still 
lingers;  I only suspected something going on because 
I guess she didn't have the heart to tell me right away.  
I don't know if that made it more or less painful, but it 
was inevitable that she should drift away, as I said. 
Well. Actually I found them in bed together one day.   
 I was so hurt to hear someone else moaning and 
laughing that I can't ever describe it. I punched at her 
in fury and she caught my hand, then I screamed and 
raved in tears. She'd managed to blow a hole in my 
feelings: which  really made me mad. 
 It was like being bathed in flames: I lost all my 
skin, like.  That's how it felt. Terrible. 
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 But that was that; I couldn't ever sleep with her 
again; so for the time being, whenever the urge grew 
too great, I had to make do with the odd man; not that 
I hated them, but I had found something more loving 
and closer to my nature in her. That was it.  And I was 
really barren, really alone. Only pain or ugliness could 
break that barrier of, like, silence. It was numbness, 
like loosing all your taste in a few seconds. That's the 
loneliness of loving, isn't it? 
 
 And now in my life, though, is the loneliness 
of other things.  I know I'm beginning to age, just a 
bit: I once said to my lover Annette: 
 "I'm missing the bus" and she said: 
 "That isn't true - you're beautiful - I love you 
(anyway, it's the BOAT)!" 
 But loving anyone doesn't last, just like beauty... 
and the combination of the two lasts even less. That 
makes me really scared, that's all. I'm going to have to 
sort out a few things in my life, that's all, about life and 
beauty and loving and the worst catch, time.  That's 
where we all get defeated. 
 Have you ever noticed how mornings in 
summer can be crackling cold? Well today's broke cold 
and now it's warming a bit. But as the year turns I can 
see that the weather will get cold again, and like my 
body, another season is always just around the corner.   
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 We are so limited on this earth, aren't we ? 
Maybe one day I'll have a baby or something: oh, that's 
just a dream because I'm shacked up with a woman 
and no-one straight will ever want to love me like that, 
not outside the pictures I star in, and no-one wants to 
know you after you've starred in one of those.  Life is 
so much a catch, isn't it ?  Somewhere along the line 
I've blown it, but I can't just think why. 
 
 I'm in bed and it's just after dawn, which is 
bright cold  and yellow: now, beside me, Annette has 
moved, and her skin shows a little gooseflesh.  But 
she's not cold, she has hardly shifted. She says 
something and smiles in her sleep, her hair black, 
black, black, against the pink of the pillowcase. How 
beautiful she is. I must always remember to enjoy my 
time with her, because it’s not forever. Meantime her 
hair is black, very black. 
 
 
 At that moment, at the other end of the city 
Morgan looks at a drawing and says to himself:  
 "Nicely Black." 
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Chapter 3. 

 
 
 Nicely Black 
 
 
 Hullo Lersveyopu ! 
 This is me again, at a new place which I call 
 Le Square (and then, gravely),  Le Seizeieme 
 But first, after a word from our sponsor, a  
 thought: 
  
 "I admire her beauty, but I fear her mind" 
 Resolutions, resolutions: much spent upon 
 undefined moments; minute shifts of opinion 
 perhaps .... A giant leap now.  Life.. even  
 life ...  the world, as you know, merely an  
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 operetta - and more.. I am, after all, very  
 much at home with the Viennese style - Ah! I  
 hear you say.  
 Now read on ! 
 
 
 The new model poses for me: I imagine that 
she is in a Cemetery, all naked among the weeds and 
the fallen trees, bright black darkness amongst the cold 
stones, and she wears tall gloves: that's all, merely 
those tall red gloves. I've noticed that in default she 
always likes to wear just one thing on her body.   
 I like the idea., but I don't tell her.  
 Her idea  gives the idea of body a deeper metal. 
 Anyway, red contrasts with the green of the 
trees and the finely-turned edges of the grass - black 
against the pale grey stone of my imagination, her hair, 
spikey and almost Chinese. Black. Nicely black. 
 My eyes travel, often without me.  
 After all, I love a story. I read travel books and 
imagine myself there.   
 I'd as soon play the cello as draw, as make 
pictures:  you see, music would make me Continents, 
not merely maps of her finely shaven, shaped pubic 
wand; not merely moments in time, not just things to 
remember and then to remember to forget. 
  

After a while we take a break. 
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 Nicely black.  
Annette talks animatedly about her brief 

modelling career, sitting and nervously moving those 
legs of hers open and then curved shut, teasing my 
eyes: she tells me she likes air, and explains that she 
always sunbathes in the nude. She tells me that it's 
tiresome when she has to find a place where she won't 
be disturbed. 
 How odd: here I bask her in the Sun of my eyes, 
curious and sharp, and yet Annette is embarrassed by 
the eyes of some idle peeker: what a proposition !  
 Would she mind if they were paying good 
money? 
 There was a thing I once read, where a girl lay 
naked and imagined that she were posing for a total 
stranger, a total stranger. She thus felt quite free to 
move as she wished, to expose and impose her body 
upon the nature of this relationship, indiscriminate as 
it was, in whatever nature it existed. The Peek Show, 
without the boredom. 
 
 A salad of moments. I'm sorting through the 
references I have in my mind in order to deal with this 
new phenomenon;this parchment skin and shaped 
dense black pencil of hair, those burgundy nipples and 
willing dark pink labia teasing me, where her thighs 
start. 
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 Annette is a wealth of references. Racial,  
chromatic, linear, arithmetical, even balletic, as she 
moves and finds her centre of gravity again. 
 By drawing her I have begun to discover her 
thoughts. All at once I find I am inside her mind. 
 
 Now, like the sensation of thick black coffee 
and deep yellow Strega she could allow him to slide into 
her thighs, be enwalled briefly in her, and yet allow herself the 
moment of sublime passion, as she shut him out with a 
movement.  
 She could cut the thickness of her passion as if she were 
finishing her widest orgasm, on cue.   
 
 That's what it was, the experience at that 
moment was about the shipwreck of orgasm: having 
finished, to know a species of impotence; the 
relationship between model and seer becomes 
indefinable: never clearer and clearer, always muddier 
and more compressed, more secret, but also, curiously 
more intimate, more shared. Which of them needs it 
more? 
 The inquisition with the pencil continues. 
 "What have you done with that body ?" Asks the 
carbon. 
 "What else is there for a woman .... it's mine to do with 
as I please .. what do you think I've done ... what do you think I 
should have done?" 
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 I should have thought about it much more than 
I have. It's easy to forget that others suffer in much the 
same way as you do yourself, even if they are to some 
extent different. We live under the same dome; 
ultimately we have to share it. 
 
 Which brings me back to the woman who 
stands or sits or laughs or squats in front of me. 
 The lead of a coarse pencil creates minute 
rivulets of faults in her image upon the paper: whereas 
in reality she is perfect. But what those faults actually 
do is to construct a communicating myriad of elements 
which inform the onlooker about the nature of paper 
and marker and air: the imperfections of eye and 
perception, and the process of transfer, as well as the 
exquisite nature of creating something that becomes 
itself:  this paper will hold most of those same marks 
unchanged until whenever... but Annette will change 
and die, just as I will; our only memorial will be the 
relationship which we created unwittingly between 
ourselves now, today and never again. 
 What's the point of being morose?  Now I reach 
over and play some over-compressed music with the 
MP3 player. 
 Annette likes this music.  Without moving she 
says: 
 "What's that ?" 
 "Oh, Vivaldi, without the lows or highs" 
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 "Thought it was." 
 "What do you like....? In music, I mean". 
 "Oh, anything really, but I like Beethoven" 
 "I have some here, somewhere" 
 "We can have that next" 
 "Yes, fine". 
 "Are you surprised that I listen to that sort of 
music ?" she says. 
 I'm too busy scratching away and thinking about 
the fineline of her skin to answer. 
 
 Annette stands there looking, I think, rather 
cold. One shoulder is just beginning to droop. With a 
tight gesture she smoothes a delicate hand along her 
flank and down her belly as I change position, as if 
wiping invisible beads of water from her body. 
. 
 I wonder what she's thinking ? 
 The Music has stopped. 
 "...well, no, not exactly" 
 "Good, then" 
 "Did you learn music ?" 
 "I've got it at Advanced level" 
 "Amazing" 
 "Well, I really mean to go back to college 
eventually" 
 "Oh" 
 "Did you ?" 
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 "Oh, yes". 
 "What's it like ?" 
 "Hang on". 
 I'm at a particularly difficult stage and my line is 
beginning to wobble. There is silence for the next few 
minutes while I straighten-out the drawing. 
 Time has already changed us.  Annette says: 
 "God, I feel so mangled today." 
 Her flanks are firm and elastic and slightly tan. 

She has fine strong  legs. 
 So, even Annette feels that she constantly 
changes ... I wonder in which unconscious ways.   
 The light has changed, the Sun has begun to 
duck its orbit and transit another time away from us.  
There is a moment of panic and loss.  That's when the 
Sun ducks down like a breaking yolk puncturing itself 
upon the horizon's spike: after all that is maybe the last 
moment we will ever know for sure. 
 Now Annette has shifted, she sighs a little sigh 
and her skin shows a little gooseflesh. But she's not 
cold, in fact when I check with my pencil I find that 
she has hardly shifted at all. Maybe it was I who 
shifted. 
  She says something and smiles.  She seems to 
have real intelligence, real insight. Such sensitivity is 
totally unexpected. 
 You know, despite myself, despite the official 
relationship between us.... I'm beginning to fancy her. 
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 I wonder if she knows ? 
 
  

This is my Journal, Lersveyopu!  Today I'm  
 calling it Chapitre le Quinzemme 
 But let me tell you something: 

It was the page I turned that turned me:  
 
The Diary of the Iguana. 
It was on the 2nd, or was it the 7th February  

 that year?.. that it came to me. 
Oh, not the incessant baying of wolves, nor  
for that matter the sound of the wind as the  
snow pattered down over the frozen pines, but  
rather a thought of such amazing tenderness  

 that it quite took me aback. 
Such thoughts, you will realise, are not the  
normal currency of my existence: just as  
scribbling this fragment to you is such a  
fucking bind, so is the relaying... the  
replay of those few moments in space:  itself  

 a painful, wanton, reality.... 
 And this is how it was. 

She said: Now take me in your arms and simply  
lay me down and be my love and.. But then He  
said: Ah! Yes, but the very moment I do  

 you'll... 
Oh, Screw this up and and throw it away!  
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